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Sun-spots and Panics
Commercial crises, according to certain leadership was reported recently. Whether
economists, occur every fourteen years. this is a mere coincidence or the effect of
The economists point with confidence to sun-spots is problematical.
the fact that experience proves the truth
The appearance of the sun-spots this
of the statement. D i d not this country year is said to be seven years in advance of
suffer a panic in 1893; and again in 1907? the time anticipated, since they are exDoes not the depression of the present year pected to appear every eleven years and
indicate that 1921 will bring forth a panic were last observed in 1917. The recent
in conformity with the contention?
spots have been blamed for unprecedented
There is no theory back of the conten- electrical disturbances and in some localition, so far as is known, except in the case ties caused, in addition to a number of
of Jevons, an English economist, whose fires, considerable damage to electrical
reasoning tended strongly to bring econo- equipment. That there were panics growmics into relation with physical science. ing out of this manifestation is undoubted,
Jevons maintained that there is a connec- but they were local and individual, and
tion between commercial crises and sun- not of the kind to which Jevons referred.
spots; that given sun-spots of sufficient
The crisis which is usually known as the
size, panics are bound to ensue. The "panic of 1893" was brought about
reasoning was somewhat involved and had primarily by what amounted to lack of
to do with the diminution of the heat from confidence in the ability of the Governthe sun and its effect upon crops, etc. The ment to redeem its obligations in gold and
theory has never been accepted by con- to maintain the parity between gold and
servative economists and is attributed silver. During the year 1893 bank failures
generally to Jevons's fertile imagination. to the extent of 567 were reported. DeSun-spots were observed in 1893. They posits fell off enormously. Production of
were also observed in M a y of this year, many basic commodities decreased. Comwhen they are reported to have covered an mercial failures multiplied. Some of the
area of nearly two billion square miles. most important railroads in the country
There were none, so far as can be ascer- went into the hands of receivers. U n tained, in 1907, those nearest to that year employment was general and labor troubles
being 1905 and 1909. Coxey's army complicated the situation. Crop failures
moved on Washington in 1893, and another following served to intensify the difficontemplated advance under Coxey's culty.
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The panic of 1907 has gone down in history as a "money panic." Preceded by a
period of active speculation in which a
group of financiers, closely identified with
leading trust companies, indulged without
reserve in pyramiding stocks, the crash
came when the Knickerbocker Trust Company of New Y o r k failed to meet its obligations. Other financial institutions immediately became involved and in a short
time money became so tight that it became
necessary to resort to payments through
clearing-house exchanges and certificates.
Some economic depression followed and
extended gradually over the country, but
did not compare with that of 1893 and was
relieved when confidence was restored and
the money began to come out of its many
hiding places.
The present situation cannot be called a
panic. T o call it a crisis would appear to
be exaggeration. B u t failure to recognize
the business depression which exists would
be extremely ill-advised. The stage has
been set since last November for a panic.
A l l the indications during December and
January following pointed in that direction.
Banks throughout the country have been
loaded up with commodity paper. There
have been numerous bank failures. Deposits have been falling off. Production
has shrunk. Commercial failures have
increased both in number and the amount
of liabilities involved. Unemployment has
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been very marked, with labor disputes in
certain industries responsible for a goodly
share of it. A n d to complicate matters
further, the largest sun-spots observed in
many years have appeared.
In the face of all this, the country is
apparently getting further away from a
panic every day.
Savings-bank deposits
continue to show an increase. Crop reports from all sections of the country indicate, scarcely without exception, an
unusually large yield. The stocks of
wholesale and retail goods have been
fairly well liquidated. Labor, the last
obstacle in the way of a lower price level,
appears to have been moved. The readjustment of wages bids fair to go on so
that stocks of goods may be replaced at
lower and more rational costs. The European and South American trade situations
presumably cannot become any worse.
Some measure of relief from burdensome
taxation seems certain.
Having survived thus far, with the aid of
the flexible currency and credit facilities
of the Federal Reserve system, the many
influences indicating and almost dictating a
panic, it seems safe to venture the prediction that the country may rest more comfortably and look forward to general
business improvement during the coming
fall. Sun-spots and panics may be coincidental. A n y connection between the two
phenomena seems more than questionable.

